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GUATEMALA

HUEHUETENANGO
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EL INJERTO

ARTURO AGUIRRE

PACAMARA

WASHED

JANUARY - APRIL

MARCH 10th, 2017

The first farm owner of the land that is present day El Injerto was a Señor Jesus Aguirre Panama, who acquired the 
land in 1874 and planted sugar cane, corn, beans, and tobacco. In 1900 he planted coffee and named that section 
El Injerto (which means “the graft” - as in the agricultural technique of cutting plants and physically joining them). 
Four generations later and the land is still in family hands. Arturo Aguirre Escobar, along with his son (Arturo Jr.), 
steward this land today. Steward is a particularly apt word for what this visionary family does on Finca El Injerto 
seeing as they are at the forefront of ecological progress in coffee production. This would be an intriguing anec-
dote (and potentially little more) in the eyes of the specialty coffee community, if it were not for another thing that 
the Aguirres focus on: producing arguably there most delicious coffee in Guatemala. 

The accolades and bullet points attributed to El Injerto speak volumes about the work being done on this incredi-
ble farm: 1st Place Cup of Excellence (COE) winner in 2008, 2009, 2010,  2012, 2013, 2015, 2nd place COE winner 
in 2014 and 2017, 3rd place COE winner in 2016, Five Cup of Excellence Presidential Awards.

In addition to these incredible awards, El Injerto was certified this year as the first and only carbon neutral coffee 
farm in Guatemala! An incredible feat for any farm, and especially remarkable when you consider the scale of this 
farm. At 680 hectares (roughly 1,680 acres), this is no small chunk of land. Reduction of pollutants, including the 
removal of herbicides, reuse of 100% of the water used in coffee processing, recycling of up to 80% of the result-
ing coffee pulp for producing of organic fertilizer, active programs for wildlife management, reforestation and pres-
ervation of water resources, and plastic bag reduction are but a few of their ecological focuses.

In addition to a focus on quality coffee and ecological responsibility, El Injerto places a firm emphasis on improving 
the standards of quality for its employees and locals. Initiatives include: wages paid according to productivity, 
exceeding law specified minimum wages, no discrimination policies (sex, color, religion or ethnic group), no 
recruiting of workers under 15 years of age, housing, drinking water, and medical services provided for all workers, 
constant training for all workers and school education provided for their children, observance to social and cultural 
events of local importance. El Injerto has built health clinics, schools, childcare facilities, and even a small hydro-
electric plant that provides power to the town.

This particular lot was acquired through an annual auction that El Injerto hosts. Passenger was dedicated to 
securing this lot, as it is a remarkable expression of the Pacamara variety. Harvested on March 10th, 2017, this lot 
has been in the freezer since it was flown in Passenger in the spring. This is exceptional coffee, exceptionally well 
executed.
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Incredibly complex fruited qualities define this Pacamara lot. Varied tropical fruits on the 
nose lead into a cup with a remarkably full-flavor quality. Palate coating caramel sweet-
ness and cooked tropical fruit qualities permeate every sip of this complex and 
nuanced coffee.

IN THE CUP

El Injerto is a truly remarkable farm. Located in the famous Guatemalan producing 
region of Huehuetenango, El Injerto possesses a threefold dedication: to coffee quality, 
environmental responsibility and increasing the quality of life for its employees and 
those living around the farm. The only carbon neutral certified coffee farm in Guatema-
la, El Injerto is a specialty coffee champion on many levels. Passenger is honored to 
present this beautiful Pacamara lot, a quintessential example of this unique variety.
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